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Introduction 

 

In section 1 we saw that many parts of the Bible can be considered to be “prophecy” 

in the true sense of the word.  However, many people probably associate prophecy 

with two books of the Bible in particular – the Book of Daniel and the Book of 

Revelation.  These books contain some most fascinating texts.  Some are 

straightforward to understand, while others can be very challenging to unravel.   

 

This section examines one particular prophecy of Daniel in some detail.  It is one of 

the simpler passages, but it is extremely useful in unlocking those that are more 

difficult.   

• It is clear in terms of what is prophesied 

• The interpretation is given 

• This gives us some helpful tips to understand other prophecies 

• It provides a framework into which to slot other prophecies in both Daniel and 

Revelation 

• It is exciting because parts of it have not yet been completely fulfilled 

 

An analysis of this prophecy in the light of 2,500 years of world history will leave us 

in no doubt that:  

“there is a God in heaven who reveals secrets” 
 

1. Methods of Interpreting Prophecy 

 

It is often commented; “Good Bible Study is Good Bible Reading”.  You may wonder 

why there are so many views about what the Bible teaches.  Different conclusions 

about the Bible’s teaching arise largely because of different methods of reading it and 

deriving conclusions.  Let us take a simple example. 

 

Method 1 

- Decide what you would like to believe 

- Look for the scriptures that appear to support that belief 

- Ignore other scriptures that contradict it 

 

Method 2 

- Collect all scripture passages together that are relevant to a subject 

- Read them in their context and carefully compare them 

- Draw a conclusion based on all the passages you have read 

 

It is obvious that Method 2 is much more reliable.  It is the same with Prophecy, we 

must be aware of how reliable our method is and whether we are allowing any pre-

conceived ideas to cloud the way we read. 

 

When studying Prophecy, and particular Daniel and Revelation, three different 

methods have been employed which we will consider briefly here. 
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a. Historicist 

 

Also known as the Continuous Historic method, this is the most popular approach to 

understanding prophecy.  It takes the view that the significant visions in Daniel and 

Revelation speak of a sequence of events covering the long period from the time the 

prophecy was given to the return of Jesus.  Using this method Bible students are, to a 

certain extent, able to see where they are on the time-line of God’s purpose.  They can 

therefore be encouraged to look for some particular event in their lifetime to be 

fulfilled.  Each generation is able to see evidence of God’s hand in world events.   

 

A particular feature of this approach leads a Bible student to the inevitable conclusion 

that prophecy speaks of a corrupt religious system based in Rome and associated with 

the description “Antichrist”.  This method was used consistently in early church times 

and through the early middle ages until printing made the Bible more widely 

available. 

 

b. Futurist 

 

This approach arose at the time the Bible began to be printed 

and people were able to read and draw conclusions 

themselves about what the Bible said about the religious 

system based in Rome!  It was proposed by Francisco 

Ribera (1537-1591) a Jesuit doctor of theology, born in 

Spain, who began writing a lengthy (500 page) commentary 

in 1585 on the book of Revelation, publishing it in 1590.  In 

order to remove the Catholic Church from consideration as 

the “Antichrist” Ribera proposed that the first few chapters 

of Revelation applied to ancient pagan Rome, and the rest he 

applied to a future period of 3 1/2 literal years, immediately 

prior to the second coming of Jesus.  This view, along with 

the concept of ‘the rapture’, has gained popularity recently 

amongst evangelical Christian groups.  

 

c. Preterist 

This method takes the view that all prophecy was fulfilled in 

the few centuries after the life of Jesus on earth.  It centres 

most of the apocalyptic visions of Revelation on the 

destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD and the decline of pagan 

Rome.  Again, it is not surprising that the first systematic 

Preterist exposition of prophecy was produced by a 

Catholic, the Jesuit Luis De Alcasar (1554-1613) during 

the Counter-Reformation.  Preterist Moses Stuart (1780-

1852) noted that Alcasar's interpretation was of considerable 

benefit to the Roman Catholic Church during its arguments 

with Protestants. 

 

Both the Futurist and Preterist approaches were clearly produced by political motives.  

As we examine Daniel 2 in this section we will see that the Continuous Historic 

method has a sound basis in Scripture.  It is confirmed as the most appropriate way to 

understand the key visions in both Daniel and Revelation. 
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2.  Who’s Who in the Book of Daniel 

 

The book of Daniel is set in the declining years of the ancient nation of Israel.  Part of 

the nation had already disintegrated, the people being removed as captives.  The 

remaining, southern part of the nation, sometimes called Judah, was in its final years.  

It was struggling to survive against the increasing dominance of the Babylonian 

Empire.  Its people had largely forgotten their God, Yahweh, and were relying on 

political alliances with Egypt for protection.  The last 4 kings of Judah (see family 

tree below) sought to buy off the Babylonians with gold from the temple in Jerusalem.  

In his 3
rd

 year, King Jehoiakim was forced to deport all the young, well-educated 

nobility from Jerusalem to Babylon.  Daniel was amongst those deported. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Archaeology confirms this as a historical event.  A tablet known as the “Jehoiachin 

Inscription” dating from between 595 and 570 BC, contains lists of rations of barley 

and oil issued to the captive princes and artisans.  Included in the princes is the name 

"Yaukin, King of the land of Yahud.", or Jehoiachin, King of the land of Judah. 

 

This is also a direct confirmation of the fate of 

Jehoiachin as recorded in scripture in the 

following passage: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOSIAH

JEHOAHAZ JEHOIAKIM ZEDEKIAH

JEHOIACHIN

1 2

3

4

JOSIAH

JEHOAHAZ JEHOIAKIM ZEDEKIAH

JEHOIACHIN

1 2

3

4

“Evil-Merodach king of Babylon, in the 

year that he began to reign, released 

Jehoiachin king of Judah from 

prison…and he ate bread regularly before 

the king all the days of his life.  And as 

for his provisions, there was a regular 

ration given him by the king, a portion for 

each day, all the days of his life.”  

2 Kings 25:27-30
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In order of appearance… 

 

Chapter Character Role 

1 Jehoiakim King of Judah, taken captive by the Babylonians 

1 Nebuchadnezzar King of Babylon 

1 Ashpenaz Master of the King’s Eunuchs 

1 

Daniel (Belteshazzar) 

Hananiah (Shadrach) 

Mishael (Meshach) 

Azariah (Abednego) 

Members of the Judean royal family, taken 

captive by the Babylonians and given Chaldean 

names (in brackets) 

1 Melzar Steward, set over Daniel and his 3 friends 

1 Cyrus 
King of Persia, who reigned after the fall of the 

Babylonian empire 

2 Arioch Captain of the king’s guard 

5 Belshazzar King of Babylon, grandson of Nebuchadnezzar 

6 Darius 
King of the Medes, who first entered Babylon 

after the conquest in 539 BC. 

 

 

The Structure of Daniel Chapter 2  

 

Verses Content 

Vv 1-13 

Nebuchadnezzar dreams a strange dream over and over again until 

he is unable to sleep.   

He invites his wise men to tell him the dream and its meaning.  

They are unable to do so and consequently face execution. 

Vv 14-18 Daniel pleads to be allowed some time to interpret the dream. 

Vv 19-23 Daniel prays to God, who reveals the dream to Daniel. 

Vv 24-30 
Daniel is brought before the King and credits God for the 

revelation that he is about to give. 

Vv 31-35 He describes the dream. 

Vv 36-45 He explains its meaning. 

Vv46-49 Daniel and his three friends are promoted. 
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3.  Daniel recalls Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream 

 

 

 
 

No doubt Nebuchadnezzar would have listened intently as Daniel proceeded to 

describe his dream and unlock its meaning.  He knew he could rely on his explanation 

as he had been the only one to reveal the dream accurately.  However, the young 

captive from Judah made it clear to the proud monarch that the interpretation did not 

come from his own or any other man’s wisdom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“You, O king, were watching; and 

behold, a great image! This great image, 

whose splendor was excellent, stood 

before you; and its form was awesome.  

This image's head was of fine gold, its 

chest and arms of silver, its belly and 

thighs of bronze,  “its legs of iron, its 

feet partly of iron and partly of clay.  

You watched while a stone was cut out 

without hands, which struck the image 

on its feet of iron and clay, and broke 

them in pieces.  

Then the iron, the clay, the bronze, the 

silver, and the gold were crushed 

together, and became like chaff from the 

summer threshing floors; the wind 

carried them away so that no trace of 

them was found. And the stone that 

struck the image became a great 

mountain and filled the whole earth.” 

Daniel 2:31-35

“But there is a God in heaven who reveals secrets, and He has made known to 

King Nebuchadnezzar what will be in the latter days. Your dream, and the 

visions of your head upon your bed, were these:” 

Daniel 2:28
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THE HEAD OF GOLD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Section One of this course, Babylon was put forward as an example of fulfilled 

prophecy in that, whereas it was once the main power of the ancient world, it became 

desolate, never again to be inhabited.  Archaeological discoveries testify to the former 

glory of this mighty empire and history testifies to its subsequent period of utter 

desolation.  Daniel begins his explanation of the vision by clearly identifying 

Nebuchadnezzar, the sovereign of this great age of Babylonian dominion, as the 

HEAD OF GOLD. 

 

 

 

“This is the dream. Now we will tell the interpretation of it before the king. You, 

O king, are a king of kings. For the God of heaven has given you a kingdom, 

power, strength, and glory; and wherever the children of men dwell, or the 

beasts of the field and the birds of the heaven, He has given them into your 

hand, and has made you ruler over them all—you are this head of gold” 

Daniel 2:36-38
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Fulfilment 

 

In the 19
th

 century most critics of the Bible regarded 

Nebuchadnezzar as a myth or legend.  His reality has 

since been confirmed by the discovery of many bricks 

with his name on them – it is thought there were 15 

million of them!  Each has an inscription such as: 

 
“NEBUCHADNEZZAR, KING OF BABYLON, GUARDIAN 

OF THE TEMPLES ESAGILA AND EZIDA, FIRSTBORN 

SON OF NABOPOLASSAR, KING OF BABYLON” 

 

In all his inscriptions, he refers to himself as the "King of Babylon;" and in them he 

declares, "With the exception of Babylon and Borsippa I did not adorn a single city," 

and "Because my heart did not love the abode of my royalty in another city, in no 

(other) human habitation did I build a residence for my lordship.  Property, the 

insignia of royalty, I did not establish anywhere else".  This accounts for the 

extraordinary concentration of wealth that he amassed in the glorious City of Babylon. 

 

Herodotus gives a description of the city 

in which he declares that in one temple 

alone, Nebuchadnezzar used 18 tons of 

gold.  

 

The chief God of Babylon was Bel-

Marduk.  In his temple (The Esagila – 

see left) a solid gold image of the God  

was sat on a golden throne in a room 

lined with gold before a solid golden 

altar and a golden candlestick. 8 ½ tons 

of solid gold were used for the altar 

and throne alone. In some of his details 

Herodotus is known to be inaccurate but 

nevertheless he is describing an 

astounding wealth of gold in Babylon. 

 

In confirmation of the essence of Herodotus’ description 

archaeologists have discovered what is known as “The 

Esagila Tablet”.  The text, in cuneiform, describes the 

temple of the god Marduk in Babylon as reconstructed by 

the kings of the Babylonian dynasty of Nabopolassar (625-

605 BC) and Nebuchadrezzar II (605-562 BC). The temple 

is named as The Esagila, meaning "the temple that raises 

its head". The text first gives a double description of the 

base of the multi-tiered tower built inside the city walls or 

ziggurat, then describes the main temple, and, finally, gives 

the measurements of the multi-tiered tower, called 

Etemenanki, "House of the Foundation of Heaven and 

Earth" - the "Tower of Babel" in the Bible. 
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THE CHEST AND ARMS OF SILVER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As silver is an inferior metal to gold, so the next world empire, that of the Medes and 

Persians, was less magnificent than the concentrated grandeur of Babylon. 

 

By diverting the rivers and canals that surrounded the seemingly impregnable city of 

Babylon, the allied forces of the kings of Media and Persia were able to enter the city 

along dry riverbeds and take control.  (As also described in Section One). 

 

There is an account of this given in Daniel 5.  It ends by describing how Darius the 

Mede took the throne of Babylon at the age of 62.  This was on the night when 

Belshazzar, the grandson of Nebuchadnezzar and king of Babylon, held a great feast.  

The Bible account tells how he witnessed a terrifying warning from God as a hand 

spelled out his downfall on a wall in front of his eyes: 

  

MENE MENE TEKEL UPHARSIN! 

 

Again, Daniel was called upon to interpret the divine message and told the haughty 

king that God had “weighed him in the balances and found him wanting.”  He had 

brought his reign to an end and was giving the kingdom to the Medes and Persians.   

 

Two years later, the Persian side of the alliance began to take control and Cyrus the 

Persian became the primary ruler (a significant fact referred to later.)  The two arms 

of silver indicate the two parts of this alliance. 

 

“But after you shall arise another kingdom inferior to yours; then another, a 

third kingdom of bronze, which shall rule over all the earth.”  

 Daniel 2:39
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Fulfilment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Medo-Persian Empire covered a greater area than it’s predecessor but power was 

not as concentrated in one city.  As indicated above, as time progressed the Persians 

became the dominant partner in the alliance. 

 

The suitability of silver to represent this empire becomes 

apparent in the reign of Darius the Great (Hystaspes).  

After seizing control of this great empire Darius 

endeavoured to administer it by establishing laws. The 

empire was divided into about twenty provinces, each 

ruled by a Persian Satrap and a commander-in-chief.  He 

established a system of taxation in which each Satrapy 

was assessed for an amount of silver talents according to 

its productivity.  Darius introduced a system of coinage 

including the silver example pictured left. 

 

It was the responsibility of the Satrap to collect the due amount and to send it to the 

Emperor, after deducting his expenses.  Babylon was assessed for the highest amount 

– 1,000 silver talents, four months' supply of food for the army, and 500 eunuchs. 

India, clearly, was already fabled for its gold; the province was to supply gold dust 

equal in value to the very large amount of 4,680 silver talents. 

 

By the time Alexander the Great took over the Persian Empire in 330 BC, the Persian 

kings had reportedly amassed a treasury of 5,500 tons of silver. 
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THE BELLY AND THIGHS OF BRONZE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greece has a great tradition and the nation has left its mark in many aspects of modern 

living eg Olympic Games, Greek Mythology and Poetry.  Originally Greece was not 

unified but consisted of various small independent city states.  Internal strife was 

common and wars between these states continually broke out.  In BC 356 Alexander 

the Macedon was born and when he was 20 years old, he became king of Macedonia 

following his father’s assassination. He soon became power-hungry and ambitious 

and the map below shows the swift progress he made in overthrowing the Persian 

Empire and establishing his own kingdom.  (See also the table detailing his short but 

influential life).  The “brazen-coated Greeks” are often referred to in history books as 

they swept across the known world under the command of Alexander the Great. 

 

A point of interest, which will be developed more fully later, is that when Alexander 

died, he had no son to succeed him and so the Empire he fought for became divided 

between his four generals. 

 

 

 

“But after you shall arise another kingdom inferior to yours; then another, a 

third kingdom of bronze, which shall rule over all the earth.”  

 Daniel 2:39
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Fulfilment 

 

The Greek poet Homer refers repeatedly to the Greek soldiers as “brazen-coated”.  

Here is an example from his Iliad.  This illustrates the appropriate use of bronze to 

symbolise the Greek empire in Daniel’s explanation of Nebuchadnezzar’s vision. 

 

“    …Let heralds summon now  

The brazen-coated Greeks, and urge us range everywhere the host, 

To stir a strong war quickly up.”  This speech no syllable lost; 

The high-voiced heralds instantly he charged to call to arms 

The curl’d head Greeks; they called; the Greeks straight answered their alarms.” 

 

Homer’s Illiad Book 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biography of Alexander the Great: 

 

DATE BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

356 BC Born in Pella the capital of Macedonia the son of Phillip II 

336 BC Phillip II assassinated; Alexander becomes King of Macedonia 

334 BC Having quelled rebellions at home, Alexander crossed the 

Hellespont into Asia, to make ware on Darius III of Persia 

333 BC The Battle of Issus.  Darius’ army crushed and he is forced to 

flee, abandoning his family. 

332 BC Having conquered Asia Minor (modern Turkey) and Syria, 

Alexander enteres Egypt and founds the city of Alexandria 

331 BC Alexander is recognized as a God in Egypt, which peacefully 

submits to his rule.  Turning northwards, he engages with Darius 

again at the Battle of Gaugamela.  Darius is defeated, and killed 

by his own generals.  Babylon, Susa and later Persepolis, the 

capitol of the Persian empire, surrender to Alexander. 

326 BC Alexander crosses the Indus river and invades Punjab 

325 BC Alexander begins to return westward 

323 BC Alexander reaches Babylon where he dies, aged 33 of a fever 

 

As Alexander was dying he said to his generals that he was 

bequeathing his empire to ‘the most worthy of you’.  

Naturally this meant they fought each other for control.  

Initially the empire was split between his 4 generals.   

 

Later, two of them dominated: Seleucus in the northern part 

and Ptolemy in the southern part.  This is the significance of 

the two thighs of bronze seen by Daniel. 
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THE LEGS OF IRON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next, and last world empire was of course the iron Roman Empire.  Many 

emperors held sway over this vast dominion that invaded and extended territory both 

east and west.  Later in its history the empire became divided into the Western Roman 

Empire (which lasted from 150 BC to 476 AD) and the Eastern Roman Empire, which 

continued to 1453 AD.  Note again that the vision showed two limbs denoting these 

two parts of the empire. 

 

 

 

“And the fourth kingdom shall be as strong as iron, inasmuch as iron breaks in 

pieces and shatters everything; and like iron that crushes, that kingdom will 

break in pieces and crush all the others.” 

Daniel 2:40
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Fulfilment 

 

The iron might of Rome is legendary.  But even before Daniel, the Bible had 

predicted that an iron nation would attack and destroy Israel.  This happened some 40 

years after the time of Jesus and the Roman invader is described as placing a yoke of 

iron on Israel and being as swift as an eagle.  The standard of the Roman legions was 

an eagle (see example below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roman Empire statistics 

 

Area    4.4 million sqkm (117AD) 

Population   88 million (117AD) 

Duration   150BC – 476AD (West) 

    150BC – 1453AD (East) 

Military deaths inflicted > 8 million 

 

 

 

 

 

This map illustrates the 

later division of the 

empire into east and west, 

signified by the two legs 

of Nebuchadnezzar’s 

image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The enduring Roman influence is reflected pervasively in contemporary language, 

literature, legal codes, government, architecture, engineering, medicine, sports, arts, 

etc.  

Much of it is so deeply embedded that we barely notice our debt to ancient Rome. 

Consider language, for example. Fewer and fewer people today claim to know Latin - 

and yet, go back to the first sentence in this paragraph. If we removed all the words 

drawn directly from Latin, that sentence would read; "The."  ” 

 

National Geographic – The World According to Rome 

“He will put a yoke of iron on your neck until He has destroyed you. The 

LORD will bring a nation against you from afar, from the end of the earth, as 

swift as the eagle flies, a nation whose language you will not understand, a 

nation of fierce countenance, which does not respect the elderly nor show favor 

to the young.” 

Deuteronomy 28:48-50
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FEET OF IRON AND CLAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following the decline of the Roman Empire in the West and eventually in the East, no 

single power has been in control of the earth.  Attempts have been made to achieve 

world domination by powers but all have, without exception, failed.  This has led to a 

long era where the globe has been inhabited by a mixture of strong and weak nations 

without much cohesion.  Iron and clay simply do not mix together aptly describing the 

divided state of the powers of the world for many centuries.  

 

There has never been a FIFTH world empire.  Organisations such as the League of 

Nations and its successor, the United Nations have attempted to unify the nations of 

the earth but with little or no success.  It is also worth noting that this state of affairs 

still has some strength from the iron in it.  In Europe (the bulk of the former territory 

of the Roman empire) we now have the European Union attempting to bind nations 

together and re-create some aspects of the Roman system in a “united states of 

Europe”.  In fact, it was the Treaty of Rome that founded this Union in 1957.  

 

It is at the time of the “feet” in history, that a 

Divine intervention can be expected to fulfil the 

final phase of Nebuchadnezzar’s ‘Dream 

Prophecy’. 

 

The STONE smiting the image is representative 

of the return of Jesus to the earth to destroy the 

kingdoms of men and replace them with the 

Kingdom of God. 

 

Jesus, as king, will reign from Jerusalem, the 

former capital of God’s kingdom, sitting on the 

throne of David. 

“Whereas you saw the feet and toes, partly of potter's clay and partly of iron, 

the kingdom shall be divided; yet the strength of the iron shall be in it, just as 

you saw the iron mixed with ceramic clay. And as the toes of the feet were 

partly of iron and partly of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and 

partly fragile. As you saw iron mixed with ceramic clay, they will mingle with 

the seed of men; but they will not adhere to one another, just as iron does not 

mix with clay.” 

Daniel 2:41-43
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4.  A Consistent Continuous Historic Interpretation 

 

At the beginning of these notes we stated that this prophecy shows the scriptural basis 

of the Continuous Historic method of understanding prophecy.  Hopefully you have 

seen that Daniel’s explanation follows that approach and gives us the confidence to 

understand other prophecies in the same way.  The table below shows that our 

interpretation is consistent with the understanding of Bible students right from the 

time of the Apostles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A More Sure Word of Prophecy - Jonathan Burke 

 

“And in the days of these kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom which 

shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other people; it 

shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand 

forever.  Inasmuch as you saw that the stone was cut out of the mountain 

without hands, and that it broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the clay, the 

silver, and the gold—the great God has made known to the king what will come 

to pass after this. The dream is certain, and its interpretation is sure.” 

 Daniel 2:44-45
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5. Further Visions Revealed to Daniel 

 

THE FOUR BEASTS OF DANIEL – Chapter 7 

 

 

As can be seen from the 

chart to the left Daniel’s 

vision in chapter 7 of his 

book, concentrates on 

largely the same 

information given to 

Nebuchadnezzar, but in 

more detail.  The metal 

symbols of the image 

portrayed certain limited 

features of each of the 

successive empires.  The 

use of the animals here 

gives additional scope to 

provide a more detailed 

description of each of the 

world powers. 

 

A sample of some of these 

is given in the table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beast Description Significance 

Lion Crouching 

 

Standing – man’s heart 

Assyrian phase of relentless conquest 

 

Babylonian phase, still a lion but with a 

more humane character 

Bear Raised on one side 

 

Three ribs in mouth 

Whilst the alliance of Media & Persia 

continued, the latter became the more 

dominant partner 

Leopard Speed / 4 wings 

 

 

 

4 heads 

The rapidity with which Alexander moved 

throughout the nations claiming victory 

after victory 

 

Representing the 4 generals who 

controlled the Greek Empire after the 

death of Alexander 

4
th

 Beast Unrecognisable as an 

animal – but with 

numerous features 

taken from other beasts 

A mouth speaking blasphemy 

 

Great iron teeth – Roman military might 
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THE RAM AND THE HE-GOAT – Chapter 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In chapter 8, Daniel is given yet another vision which involves a conflict between a 

RAM (identified as kings of Media & Persia) and a GOAT (identified as the king of 

Greece).  The Goat first of all has one horn, which is broken and replaced by four 

horns. 

 

Again, the interpretation is clearly given so we can confidently link this vision to the 

silver and bronze of parts of Nebuchadnezzar’s image. 

 

The triumph of Greece over the Medo-Persian alliance is being predicted.  But also, 

the strange features of the horns of the GOAT illustrate the way in which Alexander 

the Great gained ascendancy, but on death at an early age with no successor the 

empire was divided amongst the FOUR generals named below. 

“The ram which you saw, having the two horns— they are the kings of Media 

and Persia. And the male goat is the kingdom of Greece. The large horn that 

is between its eyes is the first king.  As for the broken horn and the four that 

stood up in its place, four kingdoms shall arise out of that nation, but not with 

its power.” 

 Daniel 5:20-22
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Questions to reinforce key points 
 

 

 

 

1. Which is the most common method of interpreting prophecy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Why was gold suitable to represent Nebuchadnezzar as King of Babylon? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In the Belly and thighs of bronze, what do the two thighs represent? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. How does the modern world fit the description of the feet? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Describe the other visions Daniel saw which link to the image of 

Nebuchadnezzar. 


